WEEK 12: Birds, Beasts, Insects, and Fish

- Double Subject, Subject-Verb Agreement, Colon or Dash, Capitalization

  the Hummingbird, it have a special talent flying backward.

- Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Subject-Verb Agreement, Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

  Famous for its teeth the shark have no bones in their skeleton.

- Comma (Dialogue), Capitalization, Quotation Marks, End Punctuation

  I asked my Biology teacher "what do camels keep in their humps
  he replied they keep fat, not water."

- Comma (To Separate Adjectives), Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives), Double Negative

  New Zealand has both kiwi fruits and kiwis, which are stout long billed
  birds that don't never fly.

- Using the Right Word, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives), Parallelism, Comma (Series)

  Insects are real numerous not terribly popular and they are sometimes
  mean looking.